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Hare Ear Trumpet &
Strumpet

Venue Friday Street
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normal things we know and
dangled the carrot of Buck’s
Fizz to discourage the SCBs.
Just meant that some didn’t
even bother to run, just blag
lifts to the B-izz (FO!)

Now in days of Dr. Tyepin,
The Strumpet would have
been known euphemistically
as a “Niece”. ET seems to
have missed the point and
brought along a couple of
virgin nephews, and what
trouble he will in from his
(non-euphemistic) sister with
the older having turned his
ankle into a balloon!

The first check certainly
turned the FRBs round, and
how pleasant it was hanging
around the pond in the
sunshine waiting for the
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hearties to find the solution,
bloody steep it was too and
much puffing, grunting  and
one check later, I deigned to
do a bit of checking. Just as
well, having observed that the
rhyming duo were laying the
solutions a L-o-o-o-ng way
from the squirkle, and despite
Puffers murmurings of
“Bumble and I usually go
right here” I did the extra few
(it felt like hundred) yards and
whoopee On-ON! That was
the end of my “FRBing” until
that check just after meeting
ET, the consensus was so
strongly back that very few
even got as far as the check
which was just before a bit of
blacktop.  Was it Hairy Buns
and Stilton who kissed

The venue
Friday Street! My first time

here for let’s see hmmm 6
months, still with 120 total
years of “Experience” (is Ear
Trumpet really 90 years old?)
even this well hashed venue
can have some novelty wrung
out of it.

They say that criminals often
return to the scene of the
crime, even the first crime for
serial criminals, and here, we
are told, the aged pair: Ear
Trumpet and Strumpet,
coupled, so to speak
TWENTY years ago (was
Strumpet really only 10 years
old? – some arithmetic
problems here!). A half baked
blather from ET told us the

through the gate and then
quietly buggered off? Not
sure but why cloud the story
with facts? So the checks
were not all back! Just the
right mix to screw the pack –
excellent!

The country was, of course,
outstanding, though we need
a few more days for the Blue
Bells to really get into swing.

The Buck’s Fizz carrot
eventually materialised and
Puffer and Cardiff (the normal
suspects) were champing at
the bit to quit the pleasantries
and “Get on with run don’t yer
know!”

Back at the start beer was
sadly not in evidence for
some time, with bucket here,
mugs there, beer over there,

lemonade over here, but our
new BeerMeister hurried and
scurried and normal service
was resumed. Her Gmness told
us all about the run from her
“throne” and got a
“Verbositude” down down for
her pains. There were more
Virgins, visitors and returnees
than you could shake a stick
at: Baboon Arse, The
“Nephews”, Hairy Bunns, and
Pin-Ball is not a complete list!

Eventually the RA got a slot
and only sinners this week:
Hans Der Schwanz – for
(alegedly) not getting round to
servicing the GM (again),
Stilton – leaking intimate
details regarding size and
quality of I have no idea what,
Silent Night – fir not giving a

tee shirt to Baboon Arse,
Chunderos’ – paperazi style

camera work, And all those
with GPS (short An as
example) – as they won’t tell
RA how to use his. Coolbox
was somewhat miffed by the
historic news that she is a
party to the closing of a a
right of way (hissss).

Mass debate over the
directions to the pub NO,
NOT the WOTTON HATCH
the ABINGER HATCH! Oh
bugger off! Find yer own way!

Teq

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)

Joint Masters:
Lightswitch
(Mo Wood)

01372  813392(h)
and

Cardiff Conversion
(Ian Jobe)

  07808 824113(m)

Religious Advisor :
Gibber

(Gerry Gurney)
 01372 386921 (h)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Short An

(Angela Squires)
01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
Chunderos

(Lorraine Piercy)
01372 454907 (h)

Trail Master :
Dr Death

(Peter Fleming)
01932 853660 (h)

DapperHasherie:
Greenpeace

(Cherry Alingham)
020 8390 0302 (h)

Joint-Secs :
Vidal

(Yvonne Clough)
01483 277174 (h)

Tequil’ over
(Richard Piercy)

01372-454907(h)
Email:

onsec@sh3onsec.org
Web:

www.sh3onsec.org                            

120 Years (total on the planet -
NOT Hashing as previously

published!) Celebration



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF
sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org
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1623 21-May Swish &  ? Ashtead?

1624 28-May Bob the Slob Belchingly

1625 04-Jun Eric Le Retard Aagh not Shirley?

1626 11-Jun Dissa?

1627 18-Jun Spingo Reigate heath

1628 25-Jun

Run 1622

Date 14-May-2006

Hare T-K Tosser

Venue Elstead

On On The Mill

SSA Old P117C2

OS ??

Scribe Tequil’overDirections:

From A3 take Milford junction to Elstead (B3001). At village
green turn left towards Churt/Thursley. After 500 yds, by the
church, turn right into Westbrook Lane. Abandon your vehicle
in any one of the parking areas at the end of the lane where
tarmac becomes dirt track (about 1/2 mile +).

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

There was only silence at the other end of the line, so I finally just hung up.  He
didn't call back.
  Guess I won that stupid argument!

EGH3 Hash Bash
Dress to Impress

Saturday 3rd June 2006 7.30 pm
Groombridge Village Hall TN3 9QX
Tickets: Dic Doc : 01342 311968
or roslynhughes@hotmail.com

B&B and camping

Did you hear about the gay gardner?
He was always up to his balls in peat
(doesn’t work so well in print Marion! - ed)

Kingswood Village Club
SAT 13 MAY           PHEONIX BAND
Roy Valenti Big Band - Postponed
SAT 20 MAY           RHYAMIC
SAT 3 JUNE             ROY AND DENISE DUO
SAT 10 JUNE           NIKKI ASTON

Entertainment £4 for non members
———

Dear Diary,
  Last year I replaced all the windows in my house with those expensive double
pane energy-efficient kind.  Then, this week  I got a call from the contractor who
installed them.  He was complaining that the work had been completed a whole
year ago and I still hadn't paid for them.
Now just because I'm blonde doesn't mean that I am automatically stupid.  So,
I told him just what his fast talking sales guy had told me last year....
namely, that in ONE YEAR these windows would pay for themselves!
Helllooooo?  It's been a year!
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